100% Premium Quality Dry-Cleaning and Wet-Cleaning Products
Pariser Industries is adept at identifying customer issues relating to procedures, results, and usage cost parameters across a wide variety of cleaning applications. Our consultants will diagnose and solve your complex cleaning challenges, and recommend the best formula for your specific operation from our comprehensive product line.

Pariser is passionate about delivering world-class products, competent technical service, extraordinary customer satisfaction, and value. Contact your Pariser representative or email info@pariserchem.com to learn more about the products that would be the most beneficial for your needs.

**Wet-Cleaning Products**

**ACTIVATE**  Versatile oxygen bleach-based cleaner formulated to provide safe, controlled stain removal on a variety of fabrics and surfaces in mild to warm water conditions in both conventional and high-efficiency (HE) washing machines.

**AQUA VELVET** All-in-one, one-shot wet-cleaning product which combines an acid-based detergent (for dye loss prevention on dry-clean only fabrics), stain removers, and state-of-the-art fabric conditioners that provides garments with a fresh and clean smelling fragrance.

**CEXP** Highly active odor-counteractant for numerous applications involving the removal of organic-type odors, such as bodily excretions and smoke-related sources.

**CITRASOL** Citrus-based additive developed for washing durable press, polyesters, polyester-cotton, and other hard-to-clean fabrics. It removes greasy soils without adversely affecting fabric crease resistance and soil resist qualities.

**CLOUD-DET** Detergent additive safe for wide ranges of fabric and garment types that is formulated to achieve optimum cleaning results in non- or limited-immersion cleaning machines.

**HYDROCON** Finishing agent for fabrics requiring a more relaxed and softer “hand.” It improves stain resistance and reduces static and pressing time. This product can be used for conditioning suedes and leathers which have been wet-cleaned.

**LS-100** A blend of synthetic liquid sizing and natural corn starch. It is intended for use on synthetics, blends, and cottons. The product leaves garments with excellent body. It will not leave a shine on dark-colored shirts or garments.

**SHOT-SPOT** A versatile, all-purpose stain remover. The product can be used both as a pre-spotting agent for wet-cleaning and as an additive for washing to assist in removing oil, grease, and ground-in soil.

**STAND UP** Highly concentrated, liquid synthetic sizing designed to provide significant body and starch-like rigidity to textiles in an aqueous environment. This product prevents sticking and scorching to make ironing easier, especially on synthetic fabrics.

**SYMPHONY** Specially formulated wet-clean detergent for controlled sudsing and premium garment “hand.”

**ULTRA** Heavy duty liquid detergent developed for washing durable-press polyesters, polyester-cotton, and other hard-to-clean fabrics using hard water. It removes greasy soils without adversely affecting fabric crease.

**WET-DETTE** Wet-cleaning detergent compatible with all fabrics that performs on the acid side to prevent dye loss on dry-clean only fabrics.
**Dry-Cleaning Products**

**CORONATION** and **GE-SUPREME** Premium-grade coconut oil-based detergents which contain agents developed to virtually eliminate static as well as an optical brightener component which provides enhanced garment color reflectivity. CORONATION is used in hydrocarbon solvent systems. GE-SUPREME is optimized for Green Earth solvent systems.

**MAXIM** Concentrated blend of anionic and nonionic surfactants, citrus-based turpentine solvents, state-of-the-art anti-static agents, and anti-microbial agents. This product will suspend and disperse moisture, reduce linting, and lubricate garment fibers leaving them in a clean, bright, and supple condition.

**MID-CAP** Detergent formulated for smoke and fire restoration with advanced odor mitigating and encapsulating properties.

**MONARCH** Phosphate-free, medium viscosity, anionic dry-cleaning detergent with significant resin-based sizing. The product contains a coconut oil base and anti-static agents and produces a fresh-smelling, luxuriant-sized "hand" that drapes and finishes well, without a board-like texture.

**PRO MAX AAP** Cationic dry-cleaning detergent designed for use with injection system dry-cleaning applications. It contains a carefully balanced amount of moisture and special softening agents and is compatible with perc and hydrocarbon systems.

**REGAL** Non-ionic, moistureless, coconut oil-based concentrated detergent which provides exceptional "hand" for drape and proper finishing. These unique characteristics virtually eliminate static and lint.

**PARALINE BUFF** Dry-cleaning solvent treatment additive designed to combat the adverse effects of free fatty acid formation in the dry-cleaning system.

**PARALINE BWT** and **PARAPLEX P-2** Polymeric- and phosphate-based boiler treatment programs.

**SILKY** Pre-spotting aid, both as a silk spotter and as a general leveling agent for moisture sensitive fabrics (silk, linen, gabardine, rayon, cotton, and wool).

**SPIN DR.** Deep cleans spin disc filters far more effectively than the standard spinning process. It lowers filter pressure and improves system maintenance.

**SPRAY-TEX** Spray spotter that reduces post-spotting by pre-treating soiled garments before cleaning.

**TASKMASTER** Multi-purpose stain remover formulated for use in both perc and hydrocarbon solvents to remove both dry-side and wet-side stains and is safe on most fabrics including suede.

**TEX-SETTE** Odorless sizing for dry-cleaning systems and other textile preparation applications that contains a brightener to enhance colors.

---

**Ancillary Products and Spotting Chemicals**

**BIO CHARGE** Odor control and solvent maintenance additive for today's hydrocarbon systems.

**D.C. SCENT** Concentrated, solvent soluble re-odorant for maintenance of dry-cleaning solvent, and treatment of specialty loads requiring odor adjustment in either perc or hydrocarbon systems.

**FIBER-SIZE** Odorless type sizing for dry-cleaning systems and other textile preparation applications that improves textile drape and "hand," provides body and luster; speeds the finishing by 60%; and enhances color brightness.

**iDET** Dry-cleaning, dry-side spray spotter safe on most garments, materials, and dyes that can be used for pre- and post-spotting applications on both dry- and wet-side stains, in perchlorethylene, as well as hydrocarbon-based systems.

**INK OUT** Spotting product for the general removal of most ink, and many crayon, grease, tar, and oily-type stains.

**P.O.G.** Paint, oil, and grease remover for perc systems. It is a quick cutting solvent with oily bases and lubricants that suspends soil to prevent redepositing.

**PARA-TANN** Tannin stain remover used for beverages, liquor, tea, coffee, grass, and other tannin-type stains.

**PARA-TEIN** Protein spotter used in the removal of blood, urine, milk, perspiration, and other protein-type stains.

**MONARCH** Phosphate-free, medium viscosity, anionic dry-cleaning detergent with significant resin-based sizing. The product contains a coconut oil base and anti-static agents and produces a fresh-smelling, luxuriant-sized "hand" that drapes and finishes well, without a board-like texture.

**PRO MAX AAP** Cationic dry-cleaning detergent designed for use with injection system dry-cleaning applications. It contains a carefully balanced amount of moisture and special softening agents and is compatible with perc and hydrocarbon systems.

**REGAL** Non-ionic, moistureless, coconut oil-based concentrated detergent which provides exceptional "hand" for drape and proper finishing. These unique characteristics virtually eliminate static and lint.
Pariser has a complete line of products and systems for every cleaning need:

- Laundry chemicals — Industrial, commercial, institutional
- Water treatment systems — Boiler, cooling tower, waste water
- Dry-cleaning and wet-cleaning chemicals
- Maintenance chemicals
- Warewashing
- Janitorial supplies
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